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On the role of non-Maxwellian forms of distribution
functions in the process of acceleration of auroral
particles
N. O. Ermakova and E. E. Antonova

Abstract: Most theories of auroral particle acceleration are based on the suggestion of Maxwellian form of distribution
function of accelerated particles. At the same time in most cases experimentally measured distribution functions are better
described by kappa distribution. The formation of kappa distributions is connected with the action of relaxation processes
in the turbulent magnetosphere in the conditions of the absence of collisions. Field-aligned acceleration of ionospheric
ions leads to the appearance of particle population with plato-type distribution functions. The trapping of particles inside
the region of acceleration also leads to the appearance of non-Maxwellian distributions. The model of auroral particle
acceleration is developed taking into account the processes of modifications of distribution functions. The existence of
conjugate regions of acceleration in the north and south hemispheres is suggested. It is shown that the kinetic treatment
and the formation of non-Maxwellian distributions with reduced number of low energy particles gives the possibility to
reanalyze the criteria of the formation of field-aligned jumps of electrostatic potential.
Key words: auroral acceleration, double layers, kappa distribution.

1. Introduction
Results of numerous observation at the auroral field lines
demonstrate the existence of field-aligned potential drops (see
the review [1]). However the processes of field-aligned potential drops formation are not clear till now. The most popular
model is the model of the formation of double layers. Many
theoretical studies of the processes of auroral particle acceleration were made under an assumption that the particle distribution functions have a Maxwellian form. Nevertheless, the collisionless character of magnetospheric plasma suggests the possibility of the existence of non-Maxwellian distribution functions.
Plasma sheet particle spectra can be approximated by a kappa
distribution [2, 3]. The kappa distribution has the form
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where ε is the particle energy, ε0 is the energy corresponding to the core thermal speed of the distribution, k is a parameter determining the high-energy power law index, n is the
particle density, Γ is the gamma function. The kappa-function
resembles a Maxwellian distribution at low energies, making a
smooth transition into a power law tail at much higher energies.
If the parameter k → ∞ Maxwellian distribution is formed
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Hotter, more Maxwellian distributions may be identified as
older in the sense of having undergone more velocity space
diffusion.
The use of kappa distributions instead of Maxwellian distribution lead to the modifications of the theory of auroral particle
acceleration. In this paper we consider the modifications of this
theory by introducing the kappa distribution functions for population of hot magnetospheric electrons and ions.

2. Kappa distributions and classical double
layer
The model of classical double layer considers the motion of
cold current-carrying electrons and ions, together with warm
electrons and ions, which are reflected by the double layer potential. The current-carrying electrons and ions are accelerated
in opposite directions and gain energy from the double layer
potential. The density of plasma in a double layer is much less,
than outside of a double layer. Intensity of an electric field inside a layer is much larger then the intensity of a field in surrounding plasma. Occurrence of strong field-aligned fields in
a double layer is caused by destruction of quasineutrality. The
Poisson equation describes the distribution of potential Φ inside the double layer (Gaussian system of units is traditionally
used)
∇2 Φ = −4πe(ni − ne ),

(3)

where ni , ne are the ion and electron densities, e is the electron
charge. In the one-dimensional double-layer all parameters depend only on one coordinate z along the magnetic field B and
d2 Φ/dz 2 = 0.5(Φ0 )2 /dΦ, Φ0 = dΦ/dz. The equation (3) has
the form


d
(Φ0 )2 = −8πe ni (Φ) − ne (Φ)
dΦ

(4)
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Necessary conditions for the formation of double layer with
the potential drop Φk have the form
ne > ni
ni > ne

if Φ → 0
if Φ → Φk

(5)

The condition of quasineutrality outside the layer has the
form
ne (Φ)Φ=0 = ni (Φ)Φ=0 ,

ne (Φ)Φ=Φk = ni (Φ)Φ=Φk ,

(6)

and the condition of electric field vanishing outside the layer
Z Φk
 e

n (Φ) − ni (Φ) dΦ = 0
(7)
0

The distribution of charges and electric field inside the layer
are determined by the analysis of particle motion inside the
layer in the conditions of fixed distribution functions on the
boundary of the layer. We shall consider laminar changes of
potential (neglect the processes of distribution function relaxations inside the layer) and suggest the conservation of particle
energy and magnetic moment.
Classical one-dimensional Langmuir double-layer suggests
the existence of two cold and two hot populations of ions and
electrons. If ji is a beam of cold ions and je is a beam of cold
electrons electron and ion concentrations are
 2
1/2
nec = je V0e
+ 2eΦ/me
,
(8)
 2
1/2
ic
n = ji V0i + 2e(Φk − Φ)/mi
where V0e and V0i are electron and ion velocities before the
acceleration, me and mi are the electron and ion masses. It is
considered that Φ = 0 on the cathode part of the layer, Φ = Φk
on the anode part of the layer. If hot ions have Maxwell distribution function with temperature Ti and hot electrons with
temperature Te
nih = nih
0 exp [−eΦ/Ti ] ,
neh = neh
0 exp [−e(Φk − Φ)/Te ] .

(9)

The condition (5) then leads to the Bohm-Block criterion for
cold beams (see [4])
2
me V0e
> Ti ,
2
mi V0i > Te .

(10)

Using of kappa distribution function leads to the modification of the criterion (10). For kappa distribution of hot ions
ih
eh
with parameters εih
0 , k and hot electrons with parameters ε0 ,
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k
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and relations (10) are changed to
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The comparison of relations (11) and (12) shows that the existence of non-Maxwellian tails of distribution functions leads
to increase of ion and electron beam energies necessary for the
formation of classical double layer. This limitation is stronger
for more young distribution functions with smaller k.
The condition of the existence of stationary strong double
layer has the form (Langmuir criterion):
p
je /ji = mi /me
(13)

where je , ji are the electron and ion particle fluxes, me , mi are
the electron and ion masses. This condition is strongly modified if we take into account the existence of trapped populations of particles and kappa-form of distribution functions.

3. Kappa distribution and kinetic double layer
The collisionless character of magnetospheric particle motion leads to the development of kinetic theory of double layer
formation (see [5]). The existence of double layers in the conjugate hemispheres and the possibility of the existence of nonMaxwellian population of hot ions produced by depredated ion
beams accelerated by field-aligned potential drops from both
hemispheres are taken into account in [6]. A water bag distribution function have been selected for this ion population,
trapped in the equatorial plane. The contribution of the population of secondary electrons trapped between field-aligned
potential drop and the ionosphere was analyzed in [7]. It was
shown that the existence of trapped populations of electrons
and ions gives the possibility to overcome the limitations given
by Bohm-Block criterion.
We consider the model of electron and ion acceleration for
the case of the existence of 3 ion populations and 3 electron
populations: cold ionospheric electrons, hot magnetospheric
ions described by kappa distribution, trapped near the equatorial plane ions of ionospheric origin accelerated in the fieldaligned potential drop with the value Φk , cold electrons of
ionospheric origin, hot electrons of magnetospheric origin described by kappa distribution, warm secondary electrons of
magnetospheric origin trapped between the magnetic and electrostatic mirrors. The acceleration takes place in the region
where B = Bc . All particles which can move up to ionospheric altitudes where B = Bk are absorbed. However the
contribution of particles lost in the ionosphere is comparatively small if the acceleration takes place at great geocentric
distances (as it is ordinarily observed). Therefore we shall neglect such particles in the first approximation and consider the
potential jump leading to great changes of particle concentrations. We shall also consider that the criterion (5) is satisfied
due to the existence of trapped populations of ions and electrons.
The condition (6) leads to the expression
ei
nem
0 +n
ei
em
n0 + n

ii
ii
= nim
0 + nt + n Φ=0
em
ii
+ nt = n0 + nim Φ=Φ
Φ=Φ
Φ=0

k

(14)

k

where the first upper indexes correspond to type of particle (e is
for electrons, i is for ions), the second upper index corresponds
to the type of population (i is for the ionospheric population,
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m is for the magnetospheric population), symbol t shows the
trapped particle population.
Taking into account the conservation of energy ε and magnetic moment µ in the process of acceleration, we shall use the
electron and ion distribution functions in the form (1). Then
f dv =

nm
Γ(k m + 1)
B
0
×
m
m
3/2
2 Γ(k − 1/2) (ε0 ) π 1/2 (k m )3/2
−km −1

dε dµ
ε
× 1+ m m
k ε0
(ε − eΦ − Bµ)1/2

(15)

im
where k m = k im and εm
0 = ε0 for hot magnetospheric ion
m
em
m
population, k = k and ε0 = εem
0 for hot magnetospheric
electron population, e is the charge of particle.
The calculation of ion density inside the acceleration region
leads to the expression

Condition (7) gives
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Ion distribution is isotropic. Expression (16) gives nim Φ=Φ
k
if Φ = Φk .
The calculation of the density of hot magnetospheric electrons inside the double-layer leads to the expression
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where we use the expression
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Expression (17) gives nem

Φ=Φk

if Φ = Φk .

Temperature of ionospheric ions is an order of magnitude
lower than the multiplied on the electron charge field aligned
potential drop. Therefore it is possible to neglect the term in the
expression (14). We have for cold beam of ionospheric ions
nii

Φ=0

= nii (Φk , Bc )
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where V0ii is the beam velocity.
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Analyzing (19) and comparing it with (13) it is possible
to see that the condition of the existence of stationary strong
double layer is greatly changed in the case of the double layer
in the magnetic trap. It is interesting to mention that the appearance of such kind of structures leads to great jumps of plasma
density.

4. Conclusions and discussion
The problem of the acceleration of auroral electrons by fieldaligned potential drops is considered as a part of the problem of
auroral particle acceleration and therefore as a part of the problem of magnetospheric substorm. The most popular model of
such acceleration is the model of the formation of double layers
[4–25]. But this problem in the majority of cases is analyzed in
the suggestion of Maxwellian form of distribution functions.
At the same time kappa distributions are formed in the collisionless magnetospheric plasma. Taktakishvili et al. [26] have
shown that the results of INTERBALL/Tail probe observations
of kappa distribution functions in the geomagnetic tail are well
described by the process of acceleration by the inductive electric fields. This finding is supported by the results of [27]. Milovanov and Zelenyi [28] associate the origin of kappa distributions with the macroscopic ordering of the system. They
prove that the canonical distribution corresponding to the Tsallis definition of entropy coincides with the kappa distribution.
In accordance with [29] hotter, more Maxwellian distributions
may be identified as older in the sense of having undergone
more velocity space diffusion. Therefore it is quite interesting to reanalyze the conclusions of double-layer theories in the
case of kappa distribution. We show that the real modifications
appear as in the case of classical double layers as in the case
of double layer in the magnetic trap. The later mainly leads to
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drops of particle densities. The condition of the existence of
stationary double layer is obtained in both cases. The obtained
relations can be used in the analysis of the results of auroral
particle observations during substorms.
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